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Chicago, Chicago, . . .
As I am putting the finishing touches on this issue we are also packing all of
our belongings for our move to Chicago. I have lived my whole life in California, so this is quite a change, but it is also exciting. We have already contacted the Lincoln Park Archery Club (just about three blocks away) for
membership and are looking forward to checking out the Midwestern
archery scene.
What this means for you is we have a new address (at left). So, please
make a note of this because we really don’t want anyone to miss a single issue
of AFm.
We do have planned some seriously good articles for the next few
issues—software and equipment reviews, Rick McKinney, we hope to get
Don Rabska to write on the B.E.S.T. system, did I mention Rick McKinney?
Oh, and some neat coaching features. Plus the outdoor season is almost upon
us. There is lots to look forward to!
In this issue, we have the inexhaustible Tom Dorigatti writing for the compound folks on how to make custom lens dots and circles. I won’t tell you
how long I searched to find a usable ring/circle—and it turns out that they
are quite easy to make and a stock size might not be right for you. We also
have another bow review, this time the Browning MicroMidas 4. You may
have noticed we tend to focus on youth bows and short drawing bows for
adults. This is because the other magazines cover mainstream bows very well
and, well, we have a soft spot for kids and underserved adults.
John Vetterli continues his fascinating series of reflections on archery as
a martial art. Lorretta Sinclair tells all when it comes to learning and coaching in the wind. And Master Coach Bernie Pellerite demystifies back tension.
Ask me sometime and I’ll tell you what happened when Bernie first got me
to make a shot with a truly “surprise” release. Bernie just told me, “You’ll get
used to it.” And Jason Butler talks about how to keep your bowhunting skills
sharp using 3-D targets.
And then there’s me (I almost forgot). I write about my first time shooting in The Vegas Tournament and I review a really good Olympic archery
book and a fantastic DVD. Whew! I gotta go pack.

Pre-Press and Printing by Signature
Press, Inc. of Amherst Junction, WI.
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Steve Ruis

Special Feature

A Newbie Does Vegas
The Vegas Shoot or the “NFAA World Archery
Festival-Vegas,” as the NFAA calls it, is billed as
the biggest indoor archery contest in the country,
and it is hard to argue it is not as almost 1700
archers showed up this year. The shoot is joined
by the largest trade show in the west, the “World
Archery Festival Trade Show,” which makes the
whole scene quite exciting. The shoot is an institution in itself and attracts many of archery’s
most recognizable people. Part of the fun, for me,
is to meet many of the fascinating people attending. Any number of the participants are what I
would call “Legends of Archery.” And, there are
seminars, parties, etc., etc.
The event paid out over US$, to the
winners this year, which is largely the reason it
cost me  to register (registration is $ for
“Championship” rounds and $ for the
“Flights”).
My Goals
I don’t like to go to a competition without setting
some goals. My old standbys are: # Don’t
embarrass myself, # Don’t come in last, and #
Have fun! These seemed appropriate for a firsttime Vegas shooter, seeing as how everyone says
this is the most pressure-packed shoot in the
country. Now, you may think Goal # is supercilious, but please consider the fact that every few
years someone, either through nervousness or
sweaty hands, shoots one of the timers hung on
a r c h e r y
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the wall. “Shooting the clock” is something people talk about for years afterward. Others have
stumbled and knocked over bow racks having
dozens of very expensive target bows on them. I
took Goal #1 very seriously.
The Venue
The event has been staged recently in the Riviera
Hotel in Las Vegas, Nevada, the sole remnant of
the original Las Vegas Strip (the Stardust Hotel
was scheduled for demolition when we were
there).There were about 110 target butts set up
with room for four target faces each. Four lines
were shot which means capacity was 

The Trade Show is big. You can see the AFm purple booth sign
middle left and, no, nobody shot the big Reinhart target.
f o c u s

three sessions of
our first league,
trying to shoot an
unshootable bow,
but now I felt I
was on course.
The second
league was a
“Vegas League,”
meaning we shot
the “Vegas Target.” If you are
unfamiliar with
Preparation
the Vegas Target,
I decided, since I
it consists of three
was learning NFAA
is part of one shooting line. The other side of this hall has an identical line and a second
Barebow at the This

cm targets (Xhall has a long wall of targets with the “Vegas Show” on the opposite side.
time, that I would
through six-rings
shoot with the Barebow crowd. My coach, Charley only) arranged in a triangle (one on top two below). The
Washburn, is one of the country’s best barebow archers, international target of the same ilk has the three targets
so I figured I had a good support team. I spent quite a bit in a vertical column. The problem was I had built up a
of time making arrows to shoot indoors last winter, but dislike of the three-spot target. When I was shooting
due to injury I was unable to shoot. This was the first Compound Unlimited/Freestyle, while I had a personal
time, essentially, I had shot Barebow indoors. (My Bare- best of / (X) on the NFAA five-spot target, I
bow experience outdoors consisted of two club shoots on had only a / personal best on the Vegas Target. In
a field course).
archery one has to be very careful what one likes and disThe additional advantage of shooting what is a new likes as such likes and dislikes predispose you to compastyle for me is that I had an excuse built in—I was a rable performances.
“newbie.”
Each new style one attempts, though, is an invitation
Our club had two five-week indoor leagues sched- to clean away old approaches and prejudices. So, I deciduled which provided a ladder to Vegas. I started out with ed to love the Vegas Target. Then, I found out how easy
my “indoor Barebow arrows” which were full-length  it was to “drop” an arrow on the Vegas Target. Shoot a
aluminum arrows with the heaviest screw-in points poor shot, what would be a five on the full  cm face
made. They weighed in at around  grains. The idea is and you just got a score of zero! Worse, if you shoot the
that when shooting “off the point” with a longer arrow, equivalent of a , , , or  in the direction of one of the
you must move your point of aim lower at all distances
Continued on the Next Page
and a heavy arrow would move the point of aim even
closer. My goal was to set up the bow so that I had no
“crawl.” In NFAA barebow, stringwalking is allowed.
The farther out your “point on target” or “point blanc
range” is, the farther down the string you must “crawl” to
shoot shorter distances, such as the  m distance used at
Vegas. I wanted to eliminate the crawl so as to eliminate
a source of variation in my shot (a fool’s errand as I was
to find out). And, unfortunately, heavy arrows are also
stiff and I had to turn down the draw weight so much to
eliminate the crawl that I had nothing approximating a
good tune on my bow.
Charley helped me get a tune (with bare shafts) by
For only US$20 you can get a high speed video of you shooting made by
cranking up the draw weight until the arrows flew well, Canadian Olympian Jonathon Ohayon (seated) and two-time U.S.
but then I had a crawl to “contend” with. I had wasted Olympic Coach and current USA Archery Board President Lloyd Brown.
archers, so this
shoot is nearing its
capacity (at least in
the Riviera Hotel).
The event is shot
on a long weekend
(Friday through
Sunday) with practice available starting Thursday afternoon.

a r c h e r y
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Dean Pridgen of
other two spots
Oklahoma.
and you end up
This was cool,
with two arrows in
to say the least.
the same target—
the cost of which
is the loss of the
Shooting
score on the highI am glad I
er scoring arrow!
showed up early as
In the first four
I got to practice
practice rounds I
Thursday aftershot with the
noon. The white
three-spot target I
foam butts used
had two dropped
provided a whiter
arrows per round.
background than I
But focusing on
was used to and
getting my crawl
required
some
and string align- Impresive awards ceremony, no? This is just for the youth winners. The adults get their awards practice getting
ment correct had and big checks later the same day.
used to them. Illume steadily increasing in score, albeit a little at a time. mination levels strongly effect one’s sight picture when
But, that fourth round was a personal best fully twelve you aren’t looking down an artificial tunnel of peep sight
points higher than my previous PB. The last night of the and scope housing. I was also a bit surprised to note that
second league includes a little team shoot, so the pressure my crawl had changed. The crawl is determined by the
was on! And so was I with a new personal best of / bow setup and the distance, neither of which had
and ... only one dropped arrow! Now in Barebow a score changed. Charley told me that, due to the excitement in
in the high s or low s is considered very good, so the venue, it is not unusual to be a little “pumped up”
and be shooting a bit stronger of a shot. That made sense,
I was getting closer to the point of being competitive.
but if it were what was happening, my crawl should have
gotten larger and it actually was smaller. Shooting BareThe Competition
There were only thirty Barebow entrants. In keeping bow is a mental challenge for a release-shooting
with the “World” in the WAF, one of our group was from freestyler!
Canada and one from Japan. I felt quite at home as fully
Friday Our shoot time on Friday, the first day of
ten of those thirty archers were from my club/area, competition, was Noon. We had our two practice ends
including my coach Charley Washburn, and indoor and and things proceeded better than I had expected. I got all
outdoor national champions Rich Eckenburg, Crystal the way down to the last end having dropped only one
Rosario, Chuck and Jan Sciacca, Mark Applegate (who arrow off of the target. The last end was a bit shocking. I
just came home with a
found myself getting
gold from the World Field
“tournament
nerves,”
Championships in Sweshooting defensively and
den), Rebecca Nelsondropping a second arrow!
Harris, Daryl Harris, and
With no expectations, at
Tom Daley. In addition to
least conscious expectathese were some barebow
tions, I hadn’t expected to
icons: Louis Travis from
get caught up in such feelIndiana, Jerry Barr of Kenings. My score was
tucky, Brad Marshall from
/, the third best
North Carolina, and the
Vegas-style round I had
great David Hughes from
ever shot Barebow (comTexas. And, if that weren’t
pared to the leader’s
Not all of the celebrities were shooting or judging. Here is Arizona State
enough, our official for the University’s Archery Program Director, Kari Granville. (We had just /). I told anybody
first two days was the great taken a coaching course with Kari and she was glad to see us!)
who asked that I had shot
a r c h e r y
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a “Vegas personal
total of /,
best,” which may
my second best
have been a misBarebow score alltake as I realized
time on that target
later that I wanted
face. It felt surpristo beat that score
ingly good.
in the second
Meanwhile
round. (I am not a
down on Target ,
big fan of score
David Hughes,
goals, although
who was five
they do have their
points down after
place.)
Saturday,
was
dropping a monSaturday So,
strous / to
I worked the Archery Focus booth
win
by
four
points. Yes, this is
with Claudia for
the rest of Friday A three-day indoor archery competition can be somewhat tedious for spectators. But you can the same David
Hughes who won
and got myself always catch up on your email, read a book . . . oh, yeah, it’s Vegas! There’s lots to do.
ready for a : AM shoot time on Saturday by attending his first adult National Championship in !
a meeting until  PM Friday night. I will admit to a bit
of grumpiness standing at the butts at : AM, drink- Conclusion
ing coffee, trying to wake up. And I had the same shoot- Shooting Vegas for the first time was a blast. If I had shot
ing partners as I had on Friday, on the same butt, so how it before, freestyle, with my ingrained dislike of the Vegas
come my crawl was different again? I realize now that a Target, I might have been “chewed up and spit out” as
crawl is a little like a sight setting; if it is off, adjust it. So, any number of competitors have described their Vegas
I put about eight clicks on my tab and the arrows were experience. As it was, I learned a great deal and enjoyed
going pretty much the right elevation. I shot well, until myself immensely. If you want to experience archery’s
the tenth end when I realized that I had dropped two “greatest show on Earth” (well, at least indoors in the
arrows to that point! I couldn’t drop another! Bad U.S.), sign up next year and see if we can use all of those
thought, bad! Again, I shot defensively, but I managed to target butts they set up.
eke out an -- for a score of /—another Vegas
I’ll see you there!
Personal Best! I was shaking my head, though, regarding
the unanticipated mental intrusions.
Sunday Ah, a civilized shoot time—Noon! All of the
competitors are flighted and assigned new targets on
Sunday (so your competition can keep an eye on you!).
Because I was shooting a different line from David
Hughes I got to watch him shoot and possibly a bit of his
magic rubbed off on me. I got through the first nine ends
without dropping an arrow off of the target. Immediately upon having this thought, I had a small panic attack.
What was I going to do—meltdown on the line during
End ? I went over to Rich Eckenburg and Crystal
Rosario and told them, “I am going to shoot three scoring arrows next end and shoot clean for the first time!” If
I was going to learn to deal with pressure, I decided the
best time was now and the more pressure the better. The
last end was quite a struggle. I had to let down twice
because of my conscious mind intruding on my shot, but
I got those last three arrows in for scores (--) for a
a r c h e r y
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Compound Tech 200

Bernie Pellerite

The Mystery of . . .

Back Tension
Editor’s Note Bernie Pellerite taught me to shoot
with back tension. If this article doesn’t do it for
you, sign up for one of his schools (The School of
Advanced Archery) at www.robinhoodvideos.com.

E

Everyone has heard by now that “if you want to
win . . . you have to shoot with back tension.” Back
tension seems to be a mysterious feeling that most
archers never end up understanding or experiencing. I will try to relate in simple terms why, how,
and what to do, so you’ll be able to reap the benefits.
The Why of Back Tension
First, why do you want to shoot with back tension? The real reason is because nearly all of us
anticipate the release if it’s not a surprise, and
back tension is the easiest
way to affect a consistent
surprise release. Your
conscious mind can only
think of one thing at a
time: it’s either “aiming”
or it’s “doing the release.”
Pick one . . . it can’t do
both! If you’re “doing the
release,” you lose focus on the pin, etc. So, if you
want to keep the “pin in,” you’d better develop a
subconscious, surprise, unanticipatable release.
This is pretty tough if you do it the way most
shooters do. Since a finger or thumb are in contact with the trigger on the release aid, (or in the
case of a fingers shooter, directly on the string),

it’s impossible for most of us not to anticipate
the release, because of the thousands of tactile
sensory receptors on the tips of our fingers.
These receptors are so sensitive that they can tell
us the difference between one and two sheets of
paper in the dark. That’s 2⁄1000 of an inch! So, obviously, your fingers can feel when a trigger on a
release moves, even slightly, and sends a message
to the conscious mind to “get ready,” which is
anticipation. When that message, sent by what I
call “the smart muscles” hits the brain, it alerts
the senses and the entire body. It interrupts and
overrides any concentration we might have had
on aiming and “screws up” the shot. Of course,
you’ve all been there, haven’t you? If somehow we
had a way to set it off without any warning . . .
well, that’s why most everyone who wins does it
with back tension. That’s
because the back muscles
have comparatively few
tactile receptors. They
can’t accurately calibrate
exactly where the trigger
is at any one given point
in the execution part of
the shot like the fingers
can. These “stupid muscles” as I call them, help
keep our conscious mind from “anticipating the
explosion.”

“If you want to keep the
‘pin in,’ you’d better
develop a subconscious,
surprise, unanticipatable
release.”

a r c h e r y
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The How of Back Tension
The next question is usually “How do I feel back
tension?” This is where almost everyone gets

f o c u s

num). Keeping the finger tips in contact with your sternum, try to swing your elbow, (which should remain at
shoulder height,) to a spot behind your head, without
moving your fingers away from the sternum. You should
feel some muscles contracting between your spine and
the tips of your shoulder
blades . . . those would be the
ones! There are other ways,
such as grabbing each end of
an arrow with both hands
and raising it above and
behind your neck. Another
is: with both fists gripping
opposing ends of the arrow,
try to pull the arrow apart,
trying to do it with only the
muscles between your shoulder blades. A fourth way is to
stand in a doorway and put both elbows, shoulder high,
against the door jam and push yourself out of the doorway slowly, by squeezing your shoulder blades together
which will contract the rhomboids and drive both elbows
rearward. You can also have someone put their finger on

stumped. The best way to feel it is first to know where it
is on your body and what it is suppose to be doing. The
muscles you are trying to feel are a group called the
“rhomboids,” located between the spine and the scapulas
(shoulder blades.) They are under some other major
muscles (the trapezius) and
work together with the levator scapuli muscles (which is
not important in this example). Recently a big issue has
been made out of technically
defining exactly which muscles are involved in back tension using terminology that
only third-year medical students and doctors can understand or care about, but that won’t help the average
archer. So, suffice to say that the muscles (rhomboids)
between your shoulder blades are what we’re trying to get
you to feel. You can do that a few different ways: one way
is to elevate your draw arm elbow to shoulder height and
put the palm of your hand flat against your chest, with
the tips of your fingers touching your breast bone (ster-

“Recently a big issue has been
made out of technically defining exactly which muscles are
involved in back tension . . . ,
but that won’t help the
average archer.”

Continued on the Next Page
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medial deltoid
posterior deltoid

the draw arm side of your back
between the spine and the tip of
your shoulder blade and firmly
press in while you try to squeeze
their finger tip with your back
muscles. One of these techniques
should help you to feel these muscles. But, just because you can feel
the right muscles doesn’t mean
you can use them properly.

ing techniques three feet away
from an empty bale until you can
(extends under trapezius)
safely execute your shot every
trapezius
time. Warning: before you rush
out to buy one of these releases,
latissimus dorsi
they normally require four to six
months for most people to master. These types of releases need to
be set very light if you want to use
back tension only to set it off.
A lot of people shoot this type of release incorrectly
(if you consider back tension the correct and only way to
shoot). These people may have built up some pressure in
the rhomboids, but they really set the release off by rotating the handle with their fingers or wrist, because the
release was set up with too much travel to be done with
just the back muscles. But they will swear to you they are
using back tension. Jan and I have videoed hundreds of
students at the Shooter’s School and closeups replayed in
slow motion reveal that most all squeeze their fingers or
rotate the handle with the hand and/or wrist to get the
shot off. This technique will only work for a few people
possessing “Type B” personalities and who are extremely
focused and don’t anticipate or judge things, and trust
their shot sequence to set the shot off. The rest of us control freaks, analyticals, and risk takers will find this is
really just a “controlled punch,” and it will not get us
winning scores away from
our friendly local league.
At full draw, most
archers need to hook real
deep on this type of release,
(like you’re gripping brass
knuckles) and make a relaxed
fist, anchoring the knuckles
behind the jaw bone. The fist should be a  degree angle
to the ground. This angle matches the movement of the
nose-high elbow tip when you squeeze the rhomboids on
the draw side. The squeezing should move the elbow
back and behind the head, just about half an inch or so,
and this very slight movement should be enough to move
the lever off the half moon cam all by itself, if it’s set up
properly. Note: set up with the elbow slightly outside the
arrow alignment. As the back tension is applied, the
elbow is drawn into perfect alignment with the arrow. If
you start out “in line,” as your elbow rotates behind your
head, it will end up “out of line” when the shot goes off,
and you’ll get left and right arrows.
Remember, people who squeeze the back muscles
and rotate the handle with their fingers and/or wrist will

rhomboid

The What of Back Tension
The rhomboids can’t help you unless you get your draw
length short enough to elevate the bow arm elbow, at
least as high as your nose. You see, the idea is for you to
squeeze the bow arm side rhomboids only and cause the
elbow to move very slightly without using the biceps
(upper arm) or deltoid (upper arm-shoulder) muscles. If
you can’t get your elbow to move when you contract your
rhomboids, then you can’t proceed to the next step. Caution: be aware that some people will tell you erroneously
to squeeze the rhomboids on both sides of the spine and
that’s back tension. you don’t need to squeeze the bow
arm side . . . it doesn’t operate anything!
Now that you can make your elbow move by squeezing your draw arm side rhomboids together, you are ready
for the hard part—which is getting the release hand,
wrist, and forearm positioned
correctly to make the shot go
off without doing anything
else, or moving anything else,
but your back muscles.
Your hand positioned on
your release, or fingers on the
string, should be in a
stretched out and relaxed position at full draw so the next
half inch or so that the elbow moves behind your head
will cause the shot to go off, without you having to move
any fingers, wrists or any other body part! Caution: a lot
of people think that the elbow should move two to three
inches before the shot goes off . . . not true! If that happens, you’d be spraying shots left and right all day long!

“The biggest mistake people
make with a thumb release or
index finger release is to set it
up with a hair trigger!”

Different Applications of Back Tension
Triggerless Releases (Stanislawski, Carter, Zenith, etc.)
These releases have to be pulled to anchor almost entirely with the index finger and thumb, unless they are set up
with a three or four finger grip and have a lot of travel in
them, or have a “clicker” type groove machined into the
half moon. Note: You need to practice any of the followa r c h e r y
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release. Then, put firm
eventually calibrate menpressure on the trigger
tally where the end of the
with the middle section of
travel is . . . and then they
can, once again, anticipate
the thumb. At this point,
the moment of release.
you need to have all the
They will then anticipate
kinks and bends out of
nearly every shot and even
your draw wrist with
might have to resort to
everything in line from the
one of those bags to hang
tip of your elbow to the tip
on your belt with seven or
of your arrow. Because the
eight releases, all the same, All of these release aids can be shot with back tension.
trigger is firm, you now
but set up differently, so they can’t anticipate them. I can “pre-load it” without fear it will prematurely fire. At
only know of one guy who does that well . . . and you that point, all you have to do is relax the rest of the hand
“ain’t him!” So, try it the “idiot proof ” way and discover (still keeping the pre-load on the trigger) and activate the
what hundreds did in the Shooter’s School I conduct . . . back muscles and/or push your elbow straight back into
a complete surprise. That is . . . if you can handle a sur- an imaginary wall. The movement will only be half an
prise!
inch or so, but if the hand is relaxed, this will cause it to
Thumb Releases The biggest mistake people make hinge at the knuckles and force the middle section of the
with a thumb release or index finger release is to set it up thumb in toward the middle of the hand naturally. Since
with a hair trigger! These releases set up like this cannot you don’t have to think about the hand hinging, because
be set off with your back muscles. The trigger pressure it happens naturally, all you have to do is pre-set everyneeds to be three to six pounds, not three to six ounces! thing and pre-load the trigger and back tension will do
The heavy trigger pressure will allow you to put the tip the rest.
Continued on Page 24
of your thumb ahead of the trigger on the case of the

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll find
instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and up-to-the
minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops, Bookstores, and Amazon.com
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Lorretta Sinclair

Special Feature

Adventures of an Archery Mom

Wind Practice
“Aim off Barrett!” The arrow flies out and is a miss.
“Aim further off!” The arrow flies out and hits
the 5-ring.
“Aim at Grandma’s house, Barrett! Go ahead,
aim at the house; it’ll be okay!”
My 15-year-old son is giving me that look. I’ve
seen it many times before. Heck, I’ve already seen
it several times today, but this time it is a little more
than the usual look of, ‘Okay, she’s not only probably crazy, it is actually an undeniable fact now.’ All
moms know that look; I just seem to get it more
than others. I’m okay with that, I probably am certifiable, but I’m also determined to teach Barrett to
shoot in the wind-any wind.

E

Every serious archer knows you have to get wind
practice. Seems like most archers I’ve come
across loathe it, and not a lot of them actually
force themselves to do it. We’re different. We
know that. In our house, we practice in whatever weather we can get, and we never seem to get
enough wind practice. That must be the reason
we live in one of the windiest areas of the United States. We must need wind practice.
When we lived in Utah, we did a mock trial
one weekend that coincided with the  Aria r c h e r y
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zona Cup. I looked up the weather conditions in
Arizona the night before and I told the boys that
we would be doing a tournament in tandem
with the Arizona Cup. It was early-April, we still
had eight inches of snow on the ground, and
temperatures were reaching a high of °F, if we
were lucky, but that wasn’t what the boys were
complaining about. “Mom!” yelled my then year-old son Clarke, “It’s too windy! This is horrible, I can’t get my arrows flying right. This is
too much wind! It’s not a fair comparison!”
Stubborn as I am, I told them, “Tough!” I
told them it was windy in Arizona and it was
raining, so the snow on the ground, the cold
temperature and the wind were equalizers. They
would shoot just as we had planned. They asked
for ‘bonus points.’ Nope, we don’t do bonus
points. They asked for breaks. Nope, we don’t do
breaks outside of tournament procedures. They
asked if I were crazy. Yeah, probably. I asked
them if they were intending to be champions or
not. That stopped the whining in it’s tracks.
They knew they intended to be Champions
someday in the not too distant future. They had
national dreams, they had Olympic dreams, they
had world team dreams. They got the point and

f o c u s

that I’ve given him the biggest adrenalin rush he’s had in
awhile. He looks through his scope, which is anchored to
the ground with rope tied to big rocks, and seems satisfied with the result. He looks back again while pulling
the next arrow out of his quiver, “Mom! You are crazy
you know, no matter where that ended up!” Yah, buddy
- but look at that. You took a huge risk and it paid off.
Now, stop fooling around and get busy, we have a FITA
to score, and I hate standing out in this wind.

kept shooting. It was only after we finished that I looked
up our winds for that day— mph with gusts up to 
mph. They were furious . . . then they laughed. “She really is crazy, but look how well our scores compared to Arizona and they didn’t even have half our wind.”
Wind shooters . . . that’s what I want . . . that’s what
it takes to win in many competitions. I take no excuses.

T

Today the wind is ripping at  mph. I know this and
take Barrett out to my parent’s house to practice anyway.
Why? Well, for starters, the wind blows all the time. If I
waited for ‘non-windy’ days, he wouldn’t get much practice. We live in the California high desert. Wind is normal. High winds are normal. A breeze out here is 
mph, a moderate wind, like today is  mph. A high
wind is when it’s - mph, and we see those fairly
often and I’m not talking about occasional gusts, I mean
steady wind, sometimes for days in a row. I figure, if you
can shoot in this wind, you can pretty much shoot in
anything. And I’m asking Barrett, at this very moment,
to prove it.
He continues to look at me with apprehension as he
yells back to me, ‘Mom, are you saying to aim at Grandma’s house? Are you crazy? She’ll kill us if I take out her
window!’
“Yes! Aim at the new window she just put in, that’s
probably about right. The wind is so bad; it’ll push you
pretty far.” I am confident that this is right, yet I find my
heart thumping harder than usual at the fact that I just
told Barrett to aim at the new Low-E, $ window my
parents just had installed. She probably would kill us, but
we won’t know for sure until we try it. I momentarily
pause to consider what I am saying, and then I nod my
head to give him the go ahead. I hope I’m right.
The arrow goes flying down range and hits the 9ring. Relief rushes into Barrett’s face and I am guessing

Lorretta Sinclair is the mother of

Dakota, Clarke, and Barrett Sinclair; President of Clarke Sinclair
Memorial Archery Scholarship
(www.clarkesinclair.org) and collegiate division publicist (www.collegiatearchery.org).
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Compound Tech 300

Tom Dorigatti

Making Your Own CustomSized Dots & Circles
Archers have always needed to customize something
in their equipment setup. Arguably, among those
ranked as most important is being able to customize
what you are seeing as a sight picture while you are
trying to aim and ‘center-up’ on a target face. There
are a few manufacturers that offer limited sizes of
“dots and circles” for sale to discerning scope shooters;
some scope manufacturers even include a batch of dots
and circles when you purchase a scope from them. In
addition, there are different options available for
clarifiers and verifiers, both of which serve a great
purpose in clearing up or enlarging what you see
through your scope while aiming. However, in many
instances using a higher magnification and adding a
clarifier or verifier can add to the problems of getting
that view through the scope just the right size for you
to be comfortable. Too small and you either cannot see
clearly, or you can’t find your “dot,” too large and the
“dot” or circle covers too much or not enough of the
bull’s eye. So, with all these options, how can you
come up with just the right size dot or circle that fits
you and your aiming style? How can you do it inexpensively and have a multitude of options available to
you and not be limited by what you buy? The article
that follows will provide you with an easy, inexpensive, and nearly unlimited option . . . making your
own. Enjoy the article and give these things a try; you
most likely will find just the right combination to
tickle your fancy!
Past History of the Dot and Circle
When I first started competitive shooting in the
late 1960s, magnifying lenses were not available.
a r c h e r y
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However, prisms of varying degrees were available
and rudimentary at best. Even the prisms had
“dots” in them so that a person could have a reference point on the prism with which to aim. Most
of the people I was associated with, however, opted
for just a simple up pin or drop pin with a bubble
mounted in them. Later on, a couple of manufacturers started making apertures, with no lens and
the option of having a drop or up pin within the
aperture. These pins had a fluorescent coating on
them and were very visible in just about any lighting conditions indoors or out; they just had no
magnification in them whatsoever. These are still
being used today by many FITA-style and recurve
bow shooters.
Sometime around  or , a few manufacturers, including Killian, started making scopes
(telescopic sights) with magnifying lenses in them.
The diameters were around 3⁄4 inch to one inch,
and magnifications were in diopters such as . to
.. Each increase in . diopters was supposedly
representative of a “power.” I found that the Chekit . or . scopes were way too blurry to see
much with, so I opted for the .. The lenses were
rather soft and were very easily scratched. What is
worse is that back then, many of the dots on the
scopes were made of water soluble paints. You
soon found out that in a rainstorm, when you tried
to wipe out the water from your scope, the dot
came off with it as well! The remedy was that several of the scope manufacturers put a ground
indentation into the center of the lens so that all
was not lost if your dot washed out.

f o c u s

blue face, I used a bit larger dot. For outdoors, I went down
in dot size for field and hunter targets, but up in dot size on
the American round FITA face. However, under all circumstances and lighting conditions, the fluorescent
bumper tape meant that I could always see the dot in my
scope even if I couldn’t see the target very clearly.
So began the experimentation. By varying dot sizes I
was able to find just the right dot size that fit how I was
aiming and also which target I was shooting on at the
time. I found that, for me, the size of the dot could vary
from the beginning of the indoor or outdoor season to the
end, as I got more used to the face and distances involved.
I found that indoors, a larger dot, but not overly large, was
better for me than moving the site extension around. The
same occurs outdoors. I didn’t mess with the site extension; I simply changed my dot size to accommodate what
I was seeing and how I was shooting. I could make up a
range of dot sizes in 1⁄64th inch diameter increments and go
out to find the one that worked best for me. I would simply peel off the old dot, and remove one from the card of
dots I had made and try them out at  yards until I had
the one that worked the best for me. I always had spares,
and always seemed to have the right size that someone else
needed as well!
Then, in the early s, or thereabouts, Stanislawski
came out with a scope that was 3⁄4˝ in diameter and had a

I had this problem only once, and my remedy at the
time was to use a toothpick and fluorescent paint and
paint on the dot into the middle of the scope. Sometimes,
however, the dot wasn’t quite round, and most times, it
wasn’t the right size either. The remedy I came up with was
to punch a hole into a piece of tape of a selected diameter
with a leather punch. I then stuck the tape onto the lens,
centered the hole over the indent in the center of the lens
and filled the hole with fluorescent (usually pink) paint
and then let it dry. When I peeled off the tape, I had a nice
round, painted and highly visible dot on the center of my
scope that wouldn’t wash off.
The Custom Dot is Born
Then, one day, when I was fiddling around with my car
and putting on some reflective bumper tape, the idea hit
me. I figured out that by using a flattened drill bit as a
“punch,” you could cut out a perfect dot of any size you
wanted and stick it to the lens in an instant. You always had
the same size, and could replace them anytime you wanted.
The “fluorescent reflective bumper tape dot” was born. I
soon discovered that depending upon the target; I needed
a different size dot to be able to see what I wanted to with
regard to site picture. If the dot was too small, then I tended to see a lot of motion and would chase it around trying
to force it to center up. If it was too large, then I would try
to look around it to see the X-ring. For the indoor NFAA

Continued on the Next Page
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bright fluorescent insert in it that you could clearly see in
any lighting conditions (see Photo #1). The bubble was
mounted right below the scope, and the outer diameter fit
well into the Pa-Peeps I was then using, so I converted to
the Stan scope. Later on, the Stan scope was modified to
let more light enter the housing and the dot was even easier to see. Even if the insert came out, which it did sometimes, you still had the hole in the scope that was clearly
visible, and you could shoot with this “hole” in your scope,
stare at the X-ring and still shoot really well. One of the
best scores I had shot up to that time on a Hunter Round
was shot when that fluorescent dot somehow fell out of
that scope and I was staring thru that hole in the scope in
order to aim for the middle!
Around  or so, I purchased, on a whim, a scope
called the “Magna-site.” It was of a much larger diameter

too little “halo” around the spot. It was then that the idea
hit me that I could not only customize dot sizes, but I
could customize the outer part of the circle and the inside
“hole” that I was looking thru. I started experimenting

Photo 2 The Magna Scope (as sold and cut down)

with the outer circle size of 3⁄8˝ and the inner circle opening
the size of a  arrow. It was simple, because I could use
a 3⁄8˝ bushing as the outer cut-out and then a piece of 
shaft for the hole in the middle. As the winter progressed,
I started cutting down the diameter of the inner hole and
was able to get it set so that I could just see beyond the Xring. Of course, that was then, and this is now, and I can
no longer go that small on the hole size, ha! I still use this
system to this day, with a few added twists.
Tips I have found over the years that I tend to look
around any circle that has a narrow boundary between the
hole and the outer edge of the circle. So, to circumvent
this, I use a 1⁄2˝ bushing for the outer part, and then custom
fit the hole size I need for each power lens I might want to
shoot. Getting the hole centered is a problem sometimes,
so I have to make many of them to get several that are
almost perfectly centered up. Not to worry, however, since
I tend to always look over the top . . . I put the wide side
up. Then, I don’t worry about the fact that the outer
boundaries aren’t even. I’m using the hole to center up on
the target and the outer edge only serves to keep me looking through the hole instead of over the top of it.
I have also found that a  shaft works really well for
the outer portion for lower power scopes of say X to X,
because I use a much smaller hole than for the higher
power scopes. I never change my site extension; only the
hole size.
Using a Fluorescent Dot or Circle on a True Spot
Scope I have also discovered that, for me and my aiming

Photo 1 The Stanislawski Scope

than the Stanislawski scope, and also had a ground in dot
in the center of the lens. It was clearer in the X than the
Stan, but of course, much heavier as well. I cut down the
Magna-site (see Photo #2) and re-inserted the bubble so as
to prevent the breakage of the scope rod and also let in
even more light. I went back to using my “bumper tape”
dots and still use them in all my scopes to this day.
During the winter of , I noticed that many shooters had started shooting with circles in the center of their
scopes. Most were using circles they had purchased from
some company (the name slips my mind now), and were
fiddling with their site extensions to try to get just the right
view of the spot thru the lens and not have too much nor
a r c h e r y
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style, I cannot seem to focus thru the “grind” on the lens
of a normal True Spot scope lens. I still have to use a
home-made circle to outline the grind. However, indoors,
I really like the de-magnification of the other spots on a
Vegas -spot or NFAA 5-spot target faces. In addition, a 1⁄4˝
grind is too small for me, even in a X, and a 3⁄8˝ is too
large, leaving too much of a “halo” around the bull and
thus allowing me to float too far around the bull’s eye. By
customizing the hole size and centering the hole on the
lens, I can now also get exactly the right sized “halo” I need
for my aiming. I don’t play with site extension and thereby disturb the view I have of the scope housing through
my peep sight. Of course, you can use the dot and circle
in tandem, but I’ve found that you need to use a much
smaller dot if you do this . . . that hole is what I concentrate on, but you still need to see the dot as well. This is
another nice thing about making your own that allows this
detailed customizing of what and how you see to aim.
Use of a Clarifier or Verifier Lens in Your Peep
Sight Most people are aware that when you use a clarifier
or verifier lens in the peep site, that the dot in your scope
must be substantially enlarged in order for you to see the
dot in your scope. The same goes with the size of hole in
a circle and the outer diameter as well. I have experimented with a clarifier lens, and frankly don’t like them, but
when I use one, I simply use the 1⁄2˝ outside diameter cutout with a slightly larger hole to look through. If using a
dot, I increase the dot size to accommodate what I need to
aim the easiest and still not have to look around or over the
dot to find the bull’s eye.

Buy a roll of fluorescent red bumper reflective tape.
This can be found in any hardware store, Wal-Mart, or
any auto store. It comes in ˝ widths and it isn’t very
expensive. A roll goes a long ways, so you can make a lot

How to Make Dots
Making your custom-sized dots is very simple and easy. All
you need to do is purchase a cheap set of drill bits ranging
in size from 1⁄16˝ to 1⁄4˝, and then buy some cheap bits of 17⁄64˝,
9
⁄32˝, 19⁄64˝, 5⁄16˝, and 21⁄64˝ for making your “holes” in the circles. You can also purchase some brass compression bushings in 1⁄2˝ and 3⁄8˝ diameters (from the plumbing section in
your hardware store) and then go to your cut-off pile from
aluminum arrows and get a few pieces of  and 
shafts to use as “cut-out makers” as well (see Photo #3—
right).
When you get your drill bits, it is a simple task of
grinding the butt-end (the part that goes into the drill) off
to a flattened surface and lightly sanding off the burr. You
now have a complete set of “dot cutters.”
The next step is to find a piece of soft piece of wood
to use as a backing to your tape. A helpful hint- Don’t use
oak or some other hardwood; otherwise you will get a
rough edge on the dot or circle.

Continued on Next Page

Photo 3 Drill Bits, Bushings, and Shaft Butts
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of dots and circles with it. You can also use red Department of Transportation tape if you can find it. I have
found, however, that soft vinyl tape or electrical tape doesn’t work well with this system. The bits aren’t sharp enough
to cleanly cut thru this type of tape. Also, this tape doesn’t
have a protective backing, so you can’t make several spares
without losing the adhesion qualities.
I like to keep larger dots and smaller dots on separate
piece of tape, and then I also separate 3⁄8˝ and 1⁄2˝ outer circles as well, with hole sizes going down from 5⁄16˝ to 17⁄64˝.
Cut off a piece of tape about  or  inches long and
place it tape side up on the wood backing board.
Select the drill bit size you want to cut out, then, placing the butt end of the drill bit onto the tape; tap the bit
with the end of a hammer or mallet. Be sure to strike the
drill bit squarely, but not too hard.
The idea is to hit the tape hard enough to cut through
the tape and not the backing. This allows you to keep a
supply of dots on hand that you can simply peel off when
you or a friend needs one (see Photo #4).
I normally start with the largest dot size I might use.
For me, normally it is 11⁄64˝.
Make several dots of that particular size down one column or across in a row of the tape.
Then select the next smaller size, move over on the

Photo 5 Exposed dots on tape.

nuity you can easily get them very close to being centered.
As I mentioned earlier, I tend to look over the top, so if a
hole is off center on the tape, the wide side goes to the top.
As long as the hole is centered in the lens or on the “grind”
(True Spot scope), I’ve not had any problems with it. I
think this is due mostly to the wide border not allowing
me to focus in two places at once.
Place a piece of tape fluorescent side up on the softwood backing plate.
Place the bushing or the piece of  shaft on the
tape.
Using a hammer, strike the bushing or piece of shaft
just hard enough to break the tape and not cut through the
backing.
Using the drill bit or shaft size for the “hole” you want
to cut, try to get it as close to center on the cut-out from
#3 above, and then strike the drill bit or piece of arrow
shafting to cut out for the hole.
Make several of each 3⁄8˝ and 1⁄2˝ with different hole
sizes that you have selected. I have found that smaller than
13
⁄64˝ is unfeasible, however I’m having most of my best success with X and X at 17⁄64˝ or 9⁄32˝. This will differ, however from person to person and also with your selected sight
extension and if you are using a clarifier or not. The
amount of sight extension and the use of a clarifier lens in
the peep can affect how big of a circle you need to look
through (see Photo 6—right).

Photo 4 Wood backing and tape with drill bit in place.

same piece of tape, and tap out several of that size, leaving
some space between columns or rows, but not too much
(see Photo #5).

Placement of the Dot or Circle onto the Lens
You can use a standard template provided by the manufacturer of the circles and dots that you purchase. You can
also use a computer drawing program to make concentric
circles of the size you need to use as a template to place

How to Make Circles
Making the circles is a bit more difficult: the most difficult
part being getting the inside hole centered on the outside
circle. However with a little practice or using some ingea r c h e r y
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Remove a dot or circle by peeling it from the pre-cut
fluorescent tape. I like to use the end of a pin or needle,
but you can use a sharpened pencil or something as soft.
Remember, you can scratch the lens with the pin, so if
using metal, be careful!
Place the dot or circle onto the lens lightly. You can
still move it around a little, if need be. Once certain you
have it where you want it, then press it down with the rubber eraser end of a pencil, or use something else that is
blunted and soft (see Photo #7—bottom left).
Put the lens back into the scope, lining up the index
mark to the same spot as before.
Removal of the dot or circle is easy . . . simply use your
fingernail to work it loose from any edge. If that doesn’t
work, take a toothpick and slice it off at an angle making
a soft wooden chisel to lift up the dot or circle. Do not use
a pin or something hard to do this. If you do, you run the
risk of a major scratch on the lens.
While all this sounds complicated, once you have
your punches made, you will find that it goes quite quickly. With some practice, you can make up a large batch of
them in only a few minutes time.
The last thing remaining is to go to the range and
experiment to find the “Custom-Sized Dot or Circle” that
works for you. You are no longer chained to what the manufacturers give you. After you have done this, you will have
gained a very valuable insight as to how a measly 1⁄32˝ and
in some cases, 1⁄64˝ in hole or dot size can make a huge difference in how the target appears to look, as well as how
well you can hold on, or float within, the center without
chasing the dot or pressing too hard to try to hold the circle centered and yet still see to “stare a hole” into the Xring. Who would ever believe that a simple piece of fluorescent tape could be so useful for helping you to solve the
big issue of aiming?

Photo 6 Exposed Circles of 3⁄8˝ and 1⁄2˝ diameter with cutouts.

your dots and/or circles onto the lens. You need to get the
dot and/or circle centered onto the lens as close as you can.
The more closely it is centered, the better, especially if you
are trying to cover the “grind” on a True-Spot or other lens
of that nature. On an X-view lens, centering isn’t too difficult due to the design of that lens. If the lens has a hole
drilled in it already for the addition of a fiber-optics, centering is also not a problem.
Remove your lens from the scope and place it upon
your template, being careful to make sure the lens is
indeed centered. Note Some lenses can be sensitive to
being moved around in their scope bodies. You should
“index” that lens before removing it from the scope. Simply make a mark on the lens and scope body with a permanent magic marker (a small dot near the edge and
below the top of the bubble will suffice). This insures that
you get the lens back into the same spot as it was before
you removed it.

Tom Dorigatti has been shooting archery since he was 12
years old. He has been bowhunting and in competitive archery
for nearly 40 years. During his archery career, Tom has competed or shot archery in no fewer than 38 of the contiguous United
States plus Alaska, Hawaii, the
Azores, and Guam. He has
won numerous local and state
tournament titles and has
placed as high as second overall
in three different sections of the
NFAA. Tom prefers to shoot in
the Unlimited Division, but
has recently been learning to
shoot a recurve bow FITA style.
He is also the mastermind
behind the archery puzzles currently adorning these pages.

Photo 7 Placing the dot or circle onto the lens.
a r c h e r y
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Jason Butler

Is punching paper targets your cup of tea?
Try more realistic 3-D targets for better results on live game.

Better Than Paper

Bowhunting

3-D targets are like a crazy relative, you know, the
one who shows up unexpectedly on your doorstep. It’s
neither a holiday nor your birthday. He just shows
up without warning. At first your attitude is bleak,
although shortly it changes from worse to bad to
good. He makes people have a good time. He’s fun.
Just like 3-D targets. During the off-season, we get
bored. After the closing of deer season it’s back to
many months of no hunting. Back to work. Back to
daydreaming. During times like this a visit from the
crazy relative would be a blessing. Next best thing?
3-D.

M

My own introduction to 3-D target shoots took
place about eight years ago. I enjoyed them
immensely. I couldn’t wait for the next weekend
for another. I was having fun. I remember those
shoots vividly as two buddies and I shot arrow
after arrow trying to outdo one another. We were
young and very short on funds. Scrimping here
and there allowed us to
save some money and
buy two of our own 3-D
targets. One whitetail
and one great big bull
elk. We were in heaven.
Every evening we’d get
together in a small wood
lot with a pile of shafts
and a metal detector (for
missed shots) and have a
ball. We kept things realistic. Neither one of us
wanted to look at a
paper target much less
practice on one. This
a r c h e r y
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was cool. We were ready for the real thing.
What we gathered from those sessions was
invaluable knowledge as both archers and
bowhunters. Over time we learned the value of
estimating distance. We learned to pick a single
spot on the animal. We learned to concentrate.
To relax. Proper form. Breathing. And most
importantly what shots we could make and
which ones we could not. We were becoming better, more ethical, bowhunters. Life was good.
Then of course, I started buying my own. So let’s
look at some benefits of practicing on 3-D versus
punching paper.
Pure Shooting Control Only a handful of
bowhunters get enough practice on real animals
to be deadly efficient during the moment of truth
most of the time. There’s no way to duplicate the
exact circumstances that unfold with a live animal, though practicing with foam targets closes
the gap as close as humanly possible. Often times
shooting 3-D targets
seems unbelievably real,
depending upon how
seriously you take the
task.
Judging Distance
Pays Off Precise range
is essential for bow-andarrow shooting. In some
situations you can get
distance exactly. In others, you may be lucky to
be within five yards of
the correct distance.
When an animal is
quickly approaching it is
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extremely tough to remain
calm and collectively estimate range. The experience is intense. The hands
of time unfold quickly in a
situation like this, so splitsecond range estimation is
crucial.
Many hunters are fairly accurate at judging distance by eye alone. This is
a learned behavior taking
great practice for consistency. Other hunters rely strictly
on a quality range finder to tell them how far something
is positioned. Landmarks that you can refer to are great,
because you can get exact distance to these beforehand.
Although sometimes the excitement gets so intense that
it’s not difficult to forget about these positioned landmarks all together. Overall, the better you become at eyeing range to an intended target, the better bowhunter
you will be. Of course it’s always nice to have the range
finder handy, if practical. In other words, you can have
the best of both worlds.

Mind Over Matter
At your target range, the
atmosphere is calm; you
have endless time to make
the shot. When a nice
buck or bull responds to
your grunt or cow call and
is on its way, how you
shoot now will have no
resemblance to how you
shoot at the target range.
Relaxation is gone. Exact
shooting distance is gone. No longer are you alone on a
familiar setting. The atmosphere is now different and the
stakes are high. How do you think you will make out? To
be honest, I don’t think there is anything we can do to
totally control our nervous systems for shots at live game.
Seriously. Each encounter is different, and each time we
act very much the same. Nervous.
While practicing on your 3-D range bring as much
pressure to your nervous system as you can. There are
several ways to do this. Let me explain. Instead of shootContinued on Next Page
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ing alone all of the time
shoot with several other
archers, particularly ones
who are good shots. Create
a competition. Consider a
prize for the winner. Take
the competition seriously.
Make shots similar to the
ones you might see during
bow season, at different
angles, obstructed by
brush, and so forth. Have a
time limit on how long
you have to estimate range,
draw, and shoot.
Another way is by
donning your camo duds
that you will wear during
the season, complete with gloves, facemask and all. If you
hunt from a treestand, get in one. If you will be kneeling
on the ground, do so. Nock an arrow. Sit for a moment.
Move like you would if the target were real: slowly and
deliberately. Silently draw, take aim, and release. Shoot
just one arrow. If the hit is poor, come back later and try
again. If the hit is good, leave it at that. It amazes me how
many bowhunters have to shoot a dozen arrows to “get
warmed up” before they start hitting the target properly.
In the woods you will only get one shot, and that is your
first one. You don’t get to shoot at the animal and “warm
up.” It just doesn’t work that way, and it never will.

Shooting Composure
I think it’s safe to say that every bowhunter gets rattled
when an animal strolls into view. Some more than others, of course, but even the most experienced bowhunters
experience a little “buck fever” from time to time. I suspect if we didn’t get this urge, bowhunting wouldn’t hold
as strong a place in our hearts as it does. As humans, pure
adrenaline is a hard feeling to beat any day of the week.
To make shooting 3-D animals more effective, try to
remember the feeling that came along with your last shot
on a live animal.
Picking A Spot
Probably the single most important act of aiming is—
never look at the side of an animal as a whole, rather pick
one small point for aiming. Bring that point into focus;
lock your eyes on it. Let the sight pin float there. Learn
to “see the vitals through the hair” whenever you aim.
Shooting 3-D targets is the quickest way to gain this skill.
If you shoot at bag targets or paper targets you aim at a
highly visible point. Not true with 3-D targets. 3-D targets force you to pick a spot to aim at rather than give
you one. If, and when, you learn to do this well, your
shots on big game animals will be more exacting and proficient.

Look At Your Equipment
There’s no question that you should be familiar with
your equipment. Even the most advanced equipment
won’t necessarily make you a better shot at live game. No
doubt your equipment should be dependable and solid,
able to perform under any hunting condition that you
encounter. One thing you will learn about archery equipment is that it takes time and experience to settle with
the good and discard the bad.
As you shoot 3-D targets you will have plenty of
time to tweak equipment and make changes. The tackle
you fine-tune will tag along as you set forth to hunt. The
most visible pins will find themselves attached to your
riser, your choice of arrow rest will be non-negotiable,
and the arrows you shoot will be time-tested. There will
be no second-guessing. Your equipment will be ready for
both foam and flesh. Your skills will soar.

Confidence
If you plan to do anything well, you need confidence.
Whether that’s shooting a basketball, ice skating, or running a marathon. While shooting 3-D targets you gain
confidence you can hit your target, confidence that carries over with you to the field. Confidence is attainable
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only through practice. When you gain confidence, your
belief in your abilities increases as does your ability to
make the shot when in presents itself. Only with confidence will you believe that you will make the shot rather
than simply hoping and praying for it.
Targeted For Success
When you get to practice on 3-D animals there is an
abundance of targets to choose from. No matter the
game animal(s) you hunt, there is a foam 3-D target
made to imitate. That’s the beauty of 3-D targets. There
are no limits in sight. The only limitations are the ones
you set. Don’t be afraid to explore, to take your practice
sessions to new heights. To heck with plain old bulls-eye
targets set perfectly straight at known distances all year
round. Besides being boring, your concentration
becomes dominated by that bright bulls-eye. Therefore,
while afield, your accuracy suffers. No longer do you see
that brilliant bulls-eye shining like a new penny. In
preparing for the real thing, 3-D targets prevail.
Relatively inexpensive are smaller targets such as
deer, turkey, and numerous small game animals. For a bit
more, you can purchase big game animals like elk, caribou, and bear targets. Mail order giants like Cabela’s and
Redhead sell all sorts of different targets. They vary in
size and stance, giving you a plenty to choose from.
Good ones are made by McKenzie, Delta, and Morrell. Buy the best made 3-D target you can afford. Some
are constructed more cheaply than others, therefore they
will not withstand as many shots. However, replacement
kill zones are sold separately for each target. This provision simply means years and years of fun and enjoyment
at minimum expense.
Carrying Isn’t Tough
Some of the best shooting spots lie away from easily
accessible roads, certainly away from the confinements of
the backyard range. Therefore transportation must be
done by hand, maybe sometimes by a four-wheeler. All
of McKenzie’s big game targets are made to break down
into three sections: the head, the vitals, and the rear. This
makes transporting a snap. Delta and Morrell targets also
break down for carrying ease without hassle.
On drive-to bowhunts where I will be staying for
more than a day or two, I always toss my medium-sized
McKenzie into my truck for setting up at camp. A couple shots each day assures me my arrows are flying like I
want them to. My 3-D target is cheap insurance for
keeping me confident that my gear is performing at its
best and my shooting skills remain sharp.
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Knowledge Is Power
A foam 3-D target is a mockup of the real animal. Practicing on targets of the kind you will be hunting mentally supports your judgment of the size and shape of the
real thing when the moment of truth arrives. Paper targets, no matter how many an archer connects with, do
not extend the capabilities that a 3-D target does for
bowhunting situations. Plain and simple, archers gain
knowledge of bowhunting shots and situations while
embracing 3-D shooting stints. The foam 3-D targets
exemplify body angles, the yes’s and no’s of shot placement, and correct distance judging. And I never wait
until right before hunting season to start shooting them.
I train my mind and body year ‘round for them.
Ain’t 3-D targets grand?

Jason Butler is a freelance outdoor
writer and photographer who lives in
Richmond, VA. As much as Jason likes
writing about the outdoors, he’d rather
be there.
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Continued from Page 11

Index Finger Releases
irresistible urge to punch
There are a few secrets to
the trigger, but still keep
shooting this release. First
the index finger, caliper
of all, it must fit your hand
style with back tension
properly and there are
automatically added, I
some things that you can
patented a release called
and cannot do.
the
“Bernie’s
Can’t
1. At full draw, the trigger
Punch.” It is not necessary
should fit comfortably
to set the trigger pressure
into the first joint of the
heavy, because it has a secindex finger. You should Pull with the strap alone, then move your finger into the position shown. ond, stationary trigger
not have to reach for the Preload the trigger and work your back tension.
called The Captivator. It is
trigger and the finger tip pad should not be what con- mounted below and slightly forward of the “real” trigger
tacts the trigger.
(the Activator.) Since the Captivator does not move, the
2. On the other hand, it should not be so short as to index finger can press on it as hard as the shooter wants
wrap too much of the finger around the trigger, nor to. This keeps the index finger occupied and unaware of
should the trigger be put in the second joint.
the real trigger. As the shooter activates back tension,
3. You should pull the bow back with the wrist strap, not which in turn pulls the elbow rearward, the hand slips
by grabbing on to the handle or barrel of the release slightly through the strap, as in the above example. This
and pulling. The only place you should feel any pres- starts to pull the curve in the finger out and it straightsure is on the wrist strap and in the first joint (or ens out slightly. The middle pad of the finger then comes
crease) of the index finger, where the trigger is.
into contact with the real trigger and sets it off, without
4. The tip of the index finger should be pointing straight anticipation.
down and the rest of the finger should have sort of a
Finger Shooters One of the keys to successfully
flattened out arc to it. Everything between the elbow shooting with back tension and fingers is to have the
and the first joint must be relaxed.
back of the hand completely relaxed and flat, not
5. The wrist should be straight, with no curve or “hump” cupped. The three fingers should contact the string in
in it. You should be able to draw a straight imaginary the first joints or deeper, not on the fingertips. This keeps
line from the tip of the elbow to the index finger.
the hand relaxed and hooking the string in the first joints
6. Don’t put your thumb behind your neck. This puts a will also enable you to keep the back of the hand flat and
kink in the wrist.
7. The trigger should be set up with absolutely no slop or
creep, and should be on the firm side . . . around three
to four pounds. Having a hairy trigger is one of the
main reasons for target panic! A firm trigger with no
creep is very important! At full draw with the hand,
wrist, and forearm relaxed, squeeze off about half of give you a cleaner release. Most successful finger shooters
the trigger pull. At this point, the hand is completely pull the bow with all three fingers, then “drag” or “drop”
relaxed, and your finger is like a fish hook on the trig- either the top or the bottom finger for releasing the
ger with a line tied to your elbow, and all the slack string. At this point, as back tension is activated and the
must be out of the line. As you activate back tension, elbow is pulled rearward, thoughts of the release should
it drives your elbow rearward, and your release hand be directed to the conclusion, not the explosion. A typiwill relax, stretch out and collapse slightly, and actual- cal conclusion would be touching your shoulder with the
ly slip slightly through the wrist strap, which will cause release hand. Commit to the touch . . . not commit to
the “hook” in your index finger to “tow” the trigger the “let-go.” (This keeps any anticipation on an action
back, causing the release to go off, but only if you pre- that takes place after the arrow is gone and you can no
loaded the heavy trigger at least halfway and relax the longer effect it’s flight path.) This allows your hand to
hand. If you don’t, you’ll just draw the arrow back far- “rip” back to your shoulder, keeping the index finger in
ther on the rest.
contact with your face all the way to the shoulder. “LetIndex Finger Alternative In an effort to stop the go” will just happen, without you making it happen, or

“Having a hairy trigger is
one of the main reasons for
target panic!”
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If you can master one of these “back tension” methods,
you will completely eliminate anticipating your shot’s
explosion, and you will be free to (and be forced to!) really aim hard!And remember, aimers always beat shooters
in this game!

anticipating it. Just think of pulling rearward until you
touch your draw shoulder. Chances are, if you touch
your shoulder, you will have had to let go somewhere
before, but without conscious thought.
These methods are illustrated in more detail in either
“Volume 2” of the NFAA Shooter’s School Videos or “44
Form Flaws” of the Shooter’s School Master Series.

Bernie Pellerite is President of Robinhood Video Productions,
Inc., the world’s largest producer of archery instructional videos.
Bernie, an NFAA Master Coach (Pro level IV), has certified over
one thousand instructors in conjunction with his highly popular
mobile shooter’s school (The School of Advanced Archery &
Instructor Certification). Bernie is also the author of the bestselling book “Idiot Proof Archery” and, with his wife and partner
Jan, travel the country giving schools and seminars. You can find
out more about Bernie and his services and products at
www.robinhoodvideos.com.
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Equipment Review

Ava McDowell

The Browning
MicroMidas 4
One might say that  is the “Year of the Youth
Bow Revolution.” For many years, despite an
increase in interest and participation, the youth
market seemed to be an afterthought to major
bow manufacturers. If a youth bow was in the
line-up, one could be reasonably certain that the
engineering and materials in the bow were not of
the same quality as their adult counterparts.
Kids, stand up and cheer. The manufacturers
have finally listened!

I

In October , two new youth bows were
introduced which signified a major step forward for kids in archery. The first, the Mathews Ignition, was reviewed in a previous issue
of Archery Focus (Vol. , No. , Ed.). The second is the subject of this review: The Browning
MicroMidas .
Forget every MicroMidas incarnation you
have ever seen. This one is a
totally new breed of youth
bow. The only parts of this
bow that are the same as its
predecessors are the quick
draw-length adjustment, the
black riser/camo limb combination and the narrow
grip. Everything else is
brand new.
a r c h e r y
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At first glance, you may not recognize this
model as being a youth bow. With its parallel
limb design, it looks right at home among the
Switchbacks, Trykons, and Illusions — very different from previous youth bows (see photo at
right). This bow has some attitude!
The MicroMidas  sports a .˝ axle-toaxle length and .˝ brace height and launches
arrows at an impressive - fps IBO. The
bow features the new Hyperlite Unibody Limb
pockets (see below), precision machined limbs
and the HyperMax  cam. The draw length is
adjustable, without a bow press, up to a maximum of ˝, so this is an option for short draw
length adults, too. It is available in two limb
weights: 29# and 40#.
In the hand, its feel is familiar. One of the
things I like about the MicroMidas is the narrow
riser and padded side plates. Kids seem to have
an easier time setting up a
good bow hand with it. I
never liked the old nylon-covered side plates which would
fall apart after a few months.
The new rubber pads are, in
my opinion, a significant
improvement and I expect
them to last much longer
than the older style pads.

f o c u s

The physical weight of this bow is quite a bit
heavier than the previous versions. An entire pound
heavier, to be exact! The Micro- weighed in at .
pounds. The Micro- tips the scales at a hefty .
pounds! That may not seem like much to an adult, but
that is a huge amount for a young child. Granted, the
bow is much better balanced than previous models,
but that is still a lot of weight for a child to hold up.
Shooting this bow is like a dream—a very nice
dream. I set it up with a ˝ Cartel Stabilizer, Protuner rest, and string loop. The bow was set to my ˝
draw length and # draw weight. The draw cycle was

smooth and very easy to draw with none of the stacking at the end of the draw cycle so typical of the earlier models.
At full draw, I felt completely comfortable and
unstressed. I would have had no problem holding the
draw while hunting. The back wall was a little soft,
but nothing too serious. Only an experienced archer
would even notice it.
The release was clean and solid with very little
hand shock. With each shot, the arrow flew true and I
ended up with a very tight group. How tight? Out of
a dozen shots, I had to replace 2 nocks and 4 fletches—and this without a sight! The bow was a little
louder than I expected, but nothing outside acceptable limits.
In general, this bow is the best youth/short draw
bow Browning has come out with. Kids will be proud
to hang this bow on the rack next to Mom’s and Dad’s
bows. Parents will be thrilled with its efficiency and
construction. Adults beginning in the sport can have
a good parallel-limb bow without buying one of the
premier bows. Browning places an MSRP of $ on
the bow, but the price varies from $ to $
depending on your location.
Continued on the Next Page
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Join the NFAA!
Enjoy these Exciting Benefits

I

National, Sectional, State and Club Tournaments
Certified Instructor Programs
Club and Pro Shop Insurance
Indoor/Outdoor Leagues
Professional Archery

I now have two entry-level youth/short draw bows
that I can and will recommend — The Browning
MicroMidas  and the Mathews Ignition. These are
two beautifully made bows that any youth or adult
beginning in the sport would love. If you can, shoot
them both and pick the one you like the best ñ if you
can!

Subscription to Archery Magazine included
Complete the application and join today!
Name
Address
City
State

Zip

Ava McDowell is a Level
2 Coach with the Royal
Oak Archers JOAD program in Lake Orion, MI,
in charge of the Senior
Division and compound archers. Not having enough to do
in archery she is now a USAA Judge Candidate.

Phone
One year Individual membership $45.00
Family membership $65.00
Junior membership (under 18) $35.00
Visa and MasterCard accepted
CC#

exp date
Call Toll Free 800-811-2331
National Field Archery Association
31407 Outer I-10
Redlands, CA 92373

Archery Focus OnLine Edition
 Immediately Receive the Current Issue 
no waiting for the mail

 Unlimited Access to Back Issues!
All articles are available in PDF format. You can search for your
favorite authors, categories, or subjects.

 All Articles are Downloadable⁄Printable 
Sign on for a complimentary issue of the Archery Focus OnLine Edition
✧ $ OnLine Edition ✧
✧ $ Online Edition for Print Edition subscribers ✧
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Steve Ruis

Archery
THE ART OF REPETITION
by Simon S. Needham

Archery, The Art of Repetition
by Simon S. Needham
179 pages plus glossary and index
Paperback With B/W Photos
and Illustrations
9.6 x 7.4 x 0.6 inches
MSLP US$39.95
Available from:
Trafalgar Square Publishing
P.O. Box 257, Howe Hill Road
North Pomfret, VT 05053 46705
800.423.4525
www.trafalgarsquarebooks.com
as well as from better bookstores
and Amazon.com

archery is covered, it is only Olympic-style
archery that is mentioned. In fact, the only
mentions of compound bows or field archery I
could find were in a few photos captions and in
the glossary. So this book belongs on the shelf
next to “The Simple Art of Winning” by Rick
McKinney, “The Heretic Archer” by Michele
and Vittorio Frangilli, and “Total Archery” by
KiSik Lee. And, yes, it does belong in their
company.
To be completely accurate, the publishers
of this book state that it is “Aimed at archers of
all levels,” but I can’t imagine beginners would
be able to access any but a small fraction of the
knowledge available here. I would expect that
intermediate archers would begin to benefit
and advanced-to-elite archers would benefit the
most. This book is jam-packed with technical
knowledge and requires quite an advanced
vocabulary.
The Contents
You can see from the table of contents how
complete Mr Needham’s assay of Olympic-style
archery is. There are very complete instructions
regarding almost all of the procedures recommended. I do not know of another book that
has so much information packed in it.
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Continued on the Next Page
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Book Review

For those of you who do not know Mr Needham, as an archer he has represented both Scotland and Great Britain internationally and finished 17th in the 2000 Olympic Games and 7th
in the 2001 World Championships. He has
written a very ambitious book which I am sure
all Olympic-style archers will want to read. He
is writing from the viewpoint of an archer who
has “been there, done that” so all of the text has
the feel of someone secure in his knowledge.
While the title implies the entire topic of

For example, when
discussing bow setup, Mr
Needham suggests string
alignment at the inside
edge of the sight aperture
as it is quite in the “cone
of focus.” What you focus
your eyes on is sharp and
clear but just off of your
sight line everything gets
fuzzy. Having to check
string alignment out on
the riser somewhere
requires you to switch
your attention to your
peripheral vision which
is, of course, not really in
focus. Having your string
right next to the aperture
keeps it in focus. This
string
alignment
is
assumed during basic
bow set up and every subsequent setting incorporates it. This is the best explanation of why a certain string alignment is preferred
that I have seen. Nicely done!
He also gave proof that the effect of the wind is
much greater on an archer’s body than on his arrows
in flight. Again, nicely done.
Some Peculiarities While I found most of the presentations very well done and quite understandable
there were a few places where I found the recommendations, well, peculiar. For example, pictures of Mr
Needham’s form and of Alison Williamson and others,
show excellent line, but on the page where he is specifically discussing line he has overhead photos and illustrations showing what is described as archers “properly aligned” but which I see as not even near good line.
On page 150 a picture caption claims “Arching
the back can help to give more (string) clearance (my
addition).” How this would do this I can’t imagine
and this is completely counter to the Korean’s
approach and the B.E.S.T. method which advocate a
flat back (for very good reasons).
Also, once the bow is set up, the basic tuning
begins with . . . Step 1 Adjust the pressure button.
Most Americans would make pressure button tuning
the last thing on their list, but here it is first-ahead of
Step 2 Adjust the nocking point. I really felt a little
lost here and I thought possibly Mr Needham was,
a r c h e r y
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too, as he indicated at the
end of Step 2 that you
might need to go back
and redo Step 1 afterwards, a clear indication
that maybe Step 1 was
out of place. I couldn’t
find any previous tuning
procedure recommending starting with button
pressure until I had the
thought to check with
another British source. In
1984 Roy Mathews wrote
a little pamphlet called
“Bow Tuning” (I think
for a bow manufacturerLes Howis.) in which he
states (on p. 13) “This
lining up is more important that the spring tension, initially, and the
spring tension can be left
as it is until you carry out some simple tuning adjustments.” “This lining up” is what Americans call “setting the centershot,” and Mr Needham had already
addressed that in basic bow setup. Mr Mathews goes
on (p. 23) stating that the impact point of a bare shaft,
with respect to fletched shafts, “The high or low can be
adjusted with the nocking point. The left or right can be
adjusted with the pressure button (his emphases). So,
since I am nowhere near the caliber of these archers, I
will defer to them. As my mother used to say, “There
is more than one way to skin a cat;” how she came to
know this interesting tidbit I never knew, but the
sense is correct. Indeed, there is more than one way to
tune a bow. I would like to hear from any of you elite
archers out there who tune “button pressure first” as
to its efficacy.
This rather long diatribe on my part indicates the
meaty nature of this book. The level of detail is very
high and you will find things that will provoke discussion with your coach and your fellow archers; all of
which is good stuff, especially because of the comprehensive nature of this book. I could not think of a
topic left out.
The Presentation
I feel I am becoming archery’s nanny in that I have the
same complaints about most archery books: photos
f o c u s

that aren’t sharp, photos that don’t represent what the
author intends, and typographical errors (typos).
Typos have become a significant problem for book
publishers in that trained proofreaders can’t be had for
love nor money. Anyone with the skills of a proofreader from the 1940s is probably a copy editor today
(or working elsewhere for much more money). Copy
checking has largely fallen on too busy editors and
computer spelling and grammar checkers. Now, I happen to love computer spell checkers, but I certainly
don’t depend on one as they catch only about 60% of
all spelling mistakes. They certainly can’t tell whether
you meant “break” or “brake” or whether you wanted
“two,” “to,” or “too.” They should, however, catch
things like “riseraise” (p. 162) and “totoo” (p. 164). I
sincerely hope that many of the typos in this text can
be corrected before a second printing.
Conclusion
It is hard in a short review to point out all of the highlights in such a comprehensive book, both strong and
weak; one invariably points out more things weak
than strong which I feel I am guilty of. This is a very
fine book and I recommend it highly to all of you
Olympic-style archers out there. And when you are
done reading it, you need to put it up on the shelf
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next to “The Simple Art of Winning,” “The Heretic
Archer,” and “Total Archery” because you will be getting it down time after time to consult the fine points.
Steve Ruis
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John Vetterli

Recurve Tech 200

Lessons from the Martial Arts

The Great Question
The other day I encountered a person and when
they discovered that I study and teach the martial
art of the Japanese sword they asked, “How do
you use a sword for self defense if someone attacks
you or tries to rob
you?” I had to think
about it for a second,
then I answered, “I do
not study the art of the
sword for self defense,
I study these martial
arts to become the best
person I can be. I am
using the sword to cut
away the elements of
myself that are not in
harmony with peaceful co-existence with
my fellow human
beings.”
The question triggered a memory of a
few years ago when I
was approached by a
customer of the indoor
archery range I train
at who, after looking
quizzically at my
Olympic recurve bow,
innocently asked, “Do
you hunt with that
a r c h e r y
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thing?” At first I felt almost insulted by the question and my mind immediately came up with a
half dozen sarcastic remarks when I stopped and
silently asked myself “What do I hunt with this
thing?” After a brief
explanation that I am
a competitive target
shooter and this is the
type of bow used in the
Olympics, the other
person went on his
way, I hope with a new
perspective on one of
the many facets of
archery.

f o c u s

I

I just couldn’t get that
question out of my
head for several days”Do you hunt with
that
thing?”
I
thought, for quite
some time, about why
I spend so many
hours of my life training, thinking, analyzing, and critiquing
my shots, equipment,
and form. Why do I
invest so much of
myself into this sport?

quite radically. It is not the score on the target that
really matters to me anymore. Now, I find the small
flashes of insight into the true man I have become
more intoxicating than any competitive victory I have
achieved. My shooting is different now. I shoot for
myself and only myself. If I happen to encounter victory in competition along the way, that is a nice
bonus.

Why have I spent thousands of dollars on equipment,
travel, and tournament expenses? Why do I feel the
need to stand on the line and compete?

“Why do I invest so much of
myself into this sport?”

I

Do I hunt with this thing? The answer I have
come to is . . . yes. I am hunting the most elusive prey
there is. I am hunting for the perfect man that exists
somewhere inside of me.
It is the same path I have been on for almost my
entire life studying the martial arts. It seems humorous to me now, as I write this article, that I have been
on the path of self discovery and personal enlightenment using my bow the same way that I use my sword;
and I had not realized the true nature of why I shoot,
until now. All it took was one bizarre question from a
stranger to illuminate this path that I find myself on.

I believe that we are all on a personal journey through
archery. And each journey is unique and I have a question for you: “Do you hunt with that thing?”
Ichi go
Ichi ie
One encounter,
One chance.

“Why have I spent thousands
of dollars on equipment,
travel, and tournament
expenses?”

John Vetterli says, “I live in Salt Lake City, Utah. I have been
a professional Firefighter since 1987. I am married and have a
daughter and son. My martial arts history began in 1984 with
Osaka Sensei in the Karate form of Wado Ryu (the way of peace
or harmony). Osaka Sensei instilled in me the desire to always
know why we do things not how. I
began the study of Eishin Ryu Iaido
(the art of the Japanese sword) in
1998 with Harris Sensei. A Zen
Buddhist Priest who finally taught me
how to focus. This has been a profoundly life changing experience. I am
a partner in the Zen Bu Kan Dojo
with my two friends Dick and Jason.
We teach Iaido and Kendo.”

So, here I am, several years after the great question
was asked, “Do you hunt with that thing?” I still find
myself searching each day for the personal truth to
that answer. Every time my hand settles into the grip
and I begin my pre-draw I have a chance to discover
something about myself both positive and negative,
intelligent or idiotic, including joy and despair, each
shot is a moment of personal truth. I just have to be
willing to be receptive to it and open myself to whatever the lesson of life is waiting when the arrow is
released on it’s journey.

“Why do I feel the need to
stand on the line
and compete? ”
Am I a better person because of archery? I certainly hope so. Early in my competitive career, I was
totally focused on my score and winning. Now, I feel
that I have matured a little and my focus has shifted
a r c h e r y
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Steve Ruis

DVD Review

Masters of the Barebow, Vol. 1
I believe this DVD is unique. Nine masters of
traditional archery (Gene Wensel, Roger Rothhaar, Ron LaClair, Rod Jenkins, Darryl Quidort,
David Soza, Dean Torges, Trish Ferrera, and Dale
Karch) share their equipment setups and shooting techniques in an hour and a half of video
instruction. All of the other videos of this type I
have seen are focussed on a single individual. You
also get to see these folks shoot (typically at 3-D
animals) and, man, they shoot some nice groups!
One segment includes the best explanation
of gap shooting I have ever seen (even though the
presentation was a bit jumbled, it came through
on the first viewing) and there are loads of good
advice about tabs (or not!), armguards, arrows,
bowstrings, bows, and more. And you will find
advice from the high-tech end of traditional
archery to the “stick and string” end of traditional archery. Not much seems to have been left out.
Most of these barebow greats started shooting on their own; only a few had the guidance of
a coach, which explains the ideosyncratic variations in their styles. In fact, one presenter felt that
part of the charm of traditional archery was the
development of a personal style. But there is great
commonality in what they say which creates a
greater impact on the viewer than just hearing
from one expert.
I have only dabbled in shooting barebow
with longbow and recurve (more with a compound bow, though), but this disk makes me
want to work on it some more. I have viewed this
DVD three times now and each time I find
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something I missed before, so don’t borrow it; get
your own copy because you’ll come back to it
over and over.
This is an absolute gem of a project, and I recommend it highly to anyone even the slightest bit
interested in shooting traditionally. And the
coolest part is that they are serious about this project. They are already working on Vol. 2, which
will include (if all goes well and he eludes the
“cutting room floor”) a segment by our very own
Ty Pelfrey on stringwalking.
Also, at the end of the disk they provide
short video “thank yous” to all of the companies
that partnered in the production of this project .
. . and they included outtakes from the filming
that are great fun to watch, so don’t miss out on
those.

Masters of the Barebow, Vol. 1
A Traditional Vision Quest Production DVD
US$.
Available from:
Rivers Archery
P.O. Box 
Ashley, IN. 
.. (-RECURVE)
3RiversArchery.com
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What do you remember?
scramble
by Tom Dorigatti, ©2006

See Page 36 for the Key!

Over the course of the past few years, there has been a puzzle of some sort in each issue of this magazine. The word scramble below should test your
knowledge and your memory from past puzzles. Accent marks have been eliminated only for clarity purposes. Note that there are some multiple words
within the scramble, but one letter has been provided. Enjoy!
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See Page 35 for the Puzzle!

What do you remember?
scramble Key
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Archery Focus Back Issues
Back Issues of Archery Focus magazine are US$. each, which includes shipping and handling in the U.S. Call for international
shipping prices. Call ... or fax ... or write us at  N. Broadway, #, Chicago, IL .
We will shortly be providing a complete and searchable index of all issues at www.archeryfocus.com.
There are limited numbers of issues
available from AFm’s first five years.
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